
SUMMARY OF H.R. 8596

Substantially all of this paper is directed to Title III, Chapter I,
of H.R. 8596, which deals with the allocation of patent rights between
.the Goverrunent and its contractors and grantees, as it is anticipated
that this portion of the. bill will generate. the most significant
debate.
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'fMRN'T' POSITION ON
f/.;}(;8S96

BRIEFING MEM)RANDUM' ACCOMPANYING 'PROPOSE

Congressman Thornton, joined by 13 Congres
Congressman Teague, the Chairman of the connn~'tte o>cience and.
Teclmo1ogy, has introduced H.R. 8596 (fonner1y 249) w'ch would
establish a unifonnGoverrunent policy regard' ... allocati of rights
to inventions made by Goverrunent employees, .. tractors, and grantees.
The bill also provides legal authority where . w lacking for the
licensing of patents on Government-owned inventions. The bill has
generated a great deal of interest in both the Government and the
private sector.
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Briefly,the other major portions of the bill are:

Title I, which contains a statement of findings
and purposes.

Title II, which provides an institutional framework
through OSTP and the FCCSETto assure unifonn
implementation of the Act's provisions.

Title III, Chapter 2, which is an effort to codify
the criteria of Executive Order 10096 initially
issued by President Truman allocating rights in
inventions made by Federal employees in perfonnance
of official duties, and also includes authority

. for an incentive awards program covering inventions
made by such employees .

. '

Title IV, which provides all Federal agencies
authority to license Federally-owned 'inventions, and

Title V, which contains definitions, amendments and
repealers of existing statutes.
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None of these portions are perceived to be as controversial as
Title III, Chapter I, as they represent precedents and conclusions
that have been to some degree uniformly established. 'There may be
some debate concerning the procedures established for granting
licenses under Government-owned patents,especiallyexclusive licenses,
although as written, the bill would seem to .contain sufficient
procedural limitations to s1itisfy most critics of exclusive licensing.

Title IV also provides the Department of Commerce with certain
·additional authorities so that a centralized Government licensing
·program could be undertaken. Since agency participation in the
Connnerce program is left to agencydiscretion,it is not perceived
to be controversial.

Controversy over Title III, Chapter I, seems inevitable, since
it would supplant over 22 statutory and administrative policies and
procedures covering allocation of contractor and grantee inventions.
The uniform approach of Title III, Chapter I, permits the first
option to title in inventions made by them under Federally-funded grants
or contracts, subject to various rights that would be obtained by
the Government. But it does allow case-by-case deviations by individual
agencies which might be invited, for example,in those isolated cases
where the Government is fully funding the development of a product or
process to the point of connnercial application.

GENESIS OF H.R. 8596

H.R. 8596 is the culmination of years of discussion and agency
operating experiences starting from the increased influx of Government
research and development funds after World War II to. the present
22 billion dollars present investment. The bill had its genesis in and
is basically an adaptation of a draft bill that was prepared in 1976
by the interagency Connnittee on Goverrnnent Patent Policy of the FCST
(now the FCCSET). This draft bill was in turn partially inspired by
the Report of the Connnission on Goverrnnent Procurement, which was
issued at the end of 1972. This bipartisan commission made up of
Congressional, executive branch, and private members recommended that
Government patent policy continue to be guided by the President's
Nemorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy first issued in
1963 by President Kennedy and revised in 1971 by President Nixon.
However, the Connnission also put forth an alternative recommendation
for legislation quite similar to the H.R. 8596 approach in the event
experience under the then recent 1971 revisions was not satisfactory.
Subsequent to that report a Justice Department memorandum maintaining
that disposition by the Executive Department of future inventions
at the time of contracting was disposition of property requiring

· statutory authority, and lawsuits filed by Public Citizens, Inc., based



As noted, primary focus, of H.R.8596 is on the type of provision
that should be included in Government research and development grants
and Contracts for allocating rights in resulting inventions. Essentially
there were 3 possible major options available:

(a) A provision providing to the Govennnen.t title
to all contractor inventions.

(b) Aprovision providing that the contractor retain
title, subject to whatever licenses and other
rights it is agreed that the Govennnent would
obtain, or

(c) A provision that the Government will have the
right to determine the disposition of.rights

... in· any inventions. after they are identified
.. (the "deferred determination" approach).

For the most part, Government agencies now .use clauses following only
the last 2 alternatives, since even most 50-called "Title in the
Government" clauses provide to the contractor a right to request
greater rights than a nonexclusive license (unless otherwise precluded
by statute). .

CURRENt CONTRA.CT ClAUSES AND PROCEDURES AND THE GOAL· OF UNIFORMITY

DOD is the· best known user of the. ''TitIe in the Contractor"
clause, while HEW and NSF generally use a deferred determination
clause. However, both HEW and NSF also enter into standing agreements
with certain universities with effective technology transfer programs
allowing them the option of retaining title to inventions. Some
agencies and specified research and development programs are precluded
by statute from use of a ''Title in the Contractor" clause. Actual
practice concerning the granting of greater rights under deferred
determination clauses also vary considerably, even though GSA
regulations provide general guidelines for making such dispositions .
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on that thesis, have cast a cloud over Govennnent patent policy• In
addition, the Congress when instituting amunber of new research
and development progrMlS enacted statutes. which coVered, in part,
allocation of inventions resulting from such progr<JlllS in a manner
inconsistent with the Connnission' 5 reconnnendations. Notwithstanding
the withdrawal of the Justicemernorandumand dismissal of the Public
Citizens suits, the probability of additional suits based on the
same thesis and additional piecerneallegislation prompted the Committee

.. on Government Patent Policy to develop the 1976 draft bill noted.
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Currently there are approxinate1y 19 statutes governing patent
policies. These range from extremely general guidance (the NSF Act),
requiring title in the Government, but allowing waivers (NASA and
ERDA), to statutes incorporating' the President's Statement of Patent
Policy. There has been no attempt to provide consistency among
these statutes. Notwithstanding the mnnber of outstanding statutes,
most agencies including HEW have no statutory provisions governing
their policies. For the most part these agencies have been guided by
the Presidential Statement of Government Patent Policy and, in fact,
many of the agencies with statutes have generally followed that policy
to the extent that it is not incompatible with their statutes. However,
the Presidential Policy Statement only establishes general guidelines
as to when title in the Government, ·tit1e in the Contractor, or
deferred determination clauses should be used. It has not prevented
the deve10pmeilt of a maize of individual agency regulations and procedures,
and has provided no guarantee that agencies would consider similar
contracts as requiring similar clauses. Universities and private firms
dealing with the Government are thus confronted with a variety of
clauses, waiver provisions, forms and procedures. H. R. 8596 has as
one of its objectives the elimination of this current web of statutes
and regulations.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON TITLE- IN-TIffi CONTRACfOR AND DEFERRED DETERMINATION
(TITLE INTIffi GOVERNMENT) APPROACHES

Of course,the primary issue remains as to whether the approach
taken in Title III, Chapter I,is the best one. It is anticipated that
opponents of the bill will argue that allowing contractors to retain
title is a "give-away," "anticompetitive," and provides contractors
with a "windfall."

Objective review of the subject has been difficult to achieve
in the past, since some opponents attempt to dispose of the issue through
such catchwords and others such as ''what the Government pays for it
should own." Experience indicates that there are few situations in
which Government funds inventions resulting from its programs to the

. point of practical application. Notwithstanding this experience, it is
not possible at this time to statistically conclude that the contractor's
ultimate financial contribution to bringing an invention resulting from
Government funding to the marketplace is always significant in comparison
to that of the Government. This leads to what is believed to be the
most persuasive argument or approach available to opponents of the
H~R. 8596 approach.,. "that disposition be deferred until identification
of the invention, at which time the equities of the Government vis-a-vis
the contractor in bringing the invention to the marketplace can be
assessed objectively," .
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'lBE OBJECTIVES OF GOVERNMENI' PATENT POLICY

There is general agreement that the primary objectives of Goverrnnent
patent policy should be to (1) promote further private development
and utilization of Goverrnnent-supported inventions, (2) ensure that
the Goverrnnent's interest in practicing inventions resulting from its
support is protected, (3) ensure that patent rights in Government-
owned inventions are not used in an unfair or anticompetitive manner,
and that the development of Government-supported inventions is not
surpressed, (4) minimize the cost of administering patent policies,
and (5) attract the best qualified contractors.

DOES TIlE DEFERRED DETERMINATION OR "TITLE-IN-TIlE-CONTRACTOR" APPROACH
BEST MEET THE OBJECTIVES OF GOVERNMENI' PATENT POLICY

Objective (2) is satisfied equally by either approach, since the
Goverrnnent as a minirntnn will retain a royalty-free license even if the
contractor has title.

Objective (4) appears to be more adequately met by the H.R. 8596
approach, since experience indicates that a great amount of contractor
and Goverrnnent time is required to process requests for rights made
under deferred determination clauses.

ExPerience at HEW indicates that objective (5) will best be met
by the H.R. 8596 approach. There appears to be little question that
many firms, with established commercial positions and not solely
engaged in Government contracting, refuse to undertake or compete
for Goverrnnent research and development contracts in the area of their
established positions if use of a deferred determination clause is
demanded by the Goverrnnent. The lack of proposals from high technology
pharmaceutical concerns at HEW over past years, plus the minimal
invention reporting by commercial concerns taking contracts, is
indicative of this conclusion.

The real debate, therefore, centers on objectives (1) and (3) of
promoting further development and guarding against misuse.

PROMOTING FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

Opponents of H.R. 8596 argue that it will not really ensure greater
development ffild will lead to abuses, i.e., either suppression of
inventions in some cases or higher prices ("a windfall") in others
because of the patent monopoly. Proponents argue that the H.R. 8596
approach will maximize commercialization of invention, that the potential
abuses are more theoretical than real, and that in any case, the bill's
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''march-in'' provisions are available to rectify any real abuses that
might develop. They also argue that the issue of higher prices,
to the extent it is true, assumes that the invention is connnereialized.
They maintain that under the deferred approach many fewer inventions
will be connnercialized, and for those that are not, the issue of price
is moot, and the public is plainly not as well off with fewer improved
products.

It appears that the proponents of the H.R. 8596 approach are on
sounder ground for reasons which are outlined below. It should be
emphasized that one can easily develop hypothetical situations which
would demonstrate that keeping title in the Government under a
deferred approach would be the desirable alternative in a given case.
Conversely,. one can build hypotheticals the other way. However,
experience indicates that in actual practice the hypotheticals which
can be put forward by opponents ofH.R. 8596 are remote possibilities.
On the other hand, experience also demonstrates the need in many cases
for leaving rights in inventions to inventing contractors or grantees
if expedttious further development is to take place. There is also
considerable doubt, in any case, whether the Federal agencies have the
resources and expertise to conduct the type of technical, economic,
and marketing studies that would be needed to determine with any degree
of certainty the best way to have a given invention connnercialized,
i.e" by leaving it with the inventing contractor, by dedicating it
to the public, Or by Government patenting of the invention, and licensing.

A decision by any firm to invest in the development and marketing
of an embodiment of a patentable invention is dependent on numerous
factors. Obviously, patent rights will not be a factor in such decisions
unless a potential market is envisioned. But all other things being
equal, the existence of patent rights is a positive incentive for ,
investment in camnercialization. It is generally believed, and probably
statistically provable, that normally the cost of bringing an invention
from its initial conception or reduction to practice (which is as far
as most Govennnent inventions are funded by the Government) to the

, commercial market is many times the cost expended in first inventing it
under a Govennnent grant or contract.

As a general proposition, the inventing organization is more
likely to'be interested than will other organizations in camnercializing
an invention. It is probably also better qualified, or at least as
qualified as any other firm, to promote or undertake further technical

'development. It may have know-how not necessarily available to other
companies. It will also normally have an inventor and technical team
interested in seeing their idea brought to fruition (the reverse of
the "not invented here syndrome"). In the case of many commercial
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contractOl's a Government-supported invention may only be an improvement
· on extensive contractor-owned technology and, therefore, will not

alone fann a basis for a major new conunercial line.

Because of the above cirClDllstances, proponents of H.R. 8596 argue
that there is little reason to deny the inventing contractor the
opportunity to retain title to the invention and connnercialize it.
Indeed, in the case of nonprofit organizations or smaller non-manufacturing
firms, the Department has deemed it unreasonable to expect any development

· or 'promotional efforts to be undertaken without such rights except in
unusual circumstances. There seems little point in the Goverrnnent
taking title and licensing the inventions or going through a deferred
determination process if the Goverrnnent's objective is to maximize
utilization. ,These latter approaches assume that Goverrnnent persormel
will either be in a position (i) to determine if the existence of
exclusive patent rights is needed as an incentive to further development,
or (ii) to find a better qualified firm to connnercialize the invention

· with exclusive rights.

( f{'J 1,-- In regard to the question of whether exclusivity is needed, it'
'should be recognized that if the Goverrnnent determines that exclusivity
is}needed but is wrong, no products will be developed. On the other
hal;ld, if the Goverrnnent was right, consumers might save the hypothetical
difference in price that would be charged by someone holding exclusive
rights, as opposed to someone who developed the product without exclusive
rights.

In any case, the'public wili presumably get an improved product
or process which they find more beneficial than its previous alternative.
Moreover, for the Goverrnnent to be right more often than not would

· require extensive technical, marketing, and economic studies of the
firms, technology industries and market involved. The cost to taxpayers
of such programs could be more than any savings they would produce for
consumers. This appears to be true, since in most cases exclusivity
has been deemed necessary, and the costly determination process
has been engaged in to simply confirm this fact. (This has been
substantiated in practice by NASA and HEW, the blo agencies who have

· historically made the largest number of deferred determinations, and
who have granted requests for "greater rights" in over 90 percent of
their determinations over the past 10 years.)

Similarly, as regards the possibility of the Goverrnnent taking
title and offering the invention for exclusive licensing, this assumes
that conunercialdevelopers, other than the inventing contractor, can
be found. That may be in some cases, but there is no effective means
of ensuring that other firms would do any better job of developing the
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invention than a willing contractor or a licensee of the contractor.
'As noted previously, other finns often lack some of the "know-how"
of the contractor and will not have the inventor or co-inventors
working for them. And one can be quite sure that in most cases the
inventing organization will have little interest or incentive to transfer
its know-how to another finn , possibly a competitor, , Moreover, the
very process of attempting to find alternative developers will simply
serve to delay private investment or cool 'the interest of the inventing
contractor. It may also force the Government into the expense of
filing patent applications, to prevent statutory bars from running

,during the course of the decision-making.

It seems important to again emphasize that a deferred determination
that is truly geared to resolve the questions that trouble opponents
of the H.R. 8596 approach would be so costly, complex, and time
consuming as to discourage many contractors from requesting rights in
the first place, especially small businesses and universities. They
may even neglect to report the invention in the first place under
those circumstances. In all likelihood, withoUt a request for rights
to trigger the process, most agencies will have no real incentive to
do anything with the disclosure,and the invention will fall into the
public domain to be available to all and, in most cases, practiCed by
no one, as seems to be the case with substantially all the 22,000
patents now in the Government's patent portfolio. Indeed, the agencies
will most likely be devoting so many resources to those cases where
rights are requested that there will be insufficient personnel or
interest to study inventions and encourage development and marketing
where rights are not requested. (This is in fact the current situation
in HEW.) Thus, it does appear that H.R. 8596 is more likely to maximize
the commercialization of Goverrnnent-supported inventions than are any
alternative approaches.

GUARDING AGAINST MISUSE

This leaves open the question of which policy will best guard
against abuse. It seems axiomatic that a policy favoring title in
the Government will give Goverrnnent contractors less opportunity to
misuse patent rights, but this is at the extremely high cost of a

'markedly lower rate of commercialization of inventions, In any case,
there is little evidence that the hypoL'letical abuses that are feared
have actually materialized. Government contractors and grantees have
been allowed to retain title to numerous inventions over the years. But

, opponents of the H.R. 8596 approach have never given examples of actual
abuses. In any case, H. R. 8596 provides the Government with a variety
of remedies through its march-in right provisions in instances where
an abuse or problem does develop.
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It is also noted that a strong argument exists that allowing
contractors to retain patent rights (the H.R. 8596 approach) will
promote competition, whereas a title-in-the-Government approa~ill
tend in the opposite direction. Of course,opponents of H.R. 8596.have
always argued otherwise. However, their arguments are very TIRlch
dependent on the assumption of a strong competitive marketplace. In
fact, like it or not, many industries are oligarchial in structure
and do not fit the model of pure competition. When this is the case,
the retention of rights in the Government and a policy of free public
use tends to serve the interests of the dominant firms for whom patent
rights are not normally a major factor in maintaining dominance.
Rather, control of resources, extensive marketing and distribution
systems, and superior financial resources are more important factors
in maintaining dominance and preventing entry of new firms. On the
other' hand, smaller firms in an industryTIRlst of necessity rely on new
innovations and products and a proprietary position in order to compete
and grow. Because of this, patent ;rights tend to be a TIRlch more
significant factor affecting their investment decisions. They may
need the exclusivity of patent rights to offset the probability that
a successful innovation would otherwise lead to copying by a more
dominant firm which could soon undercut their market through marketing,
financial, and other commercial techniques. Thus, a title-in-the
Government oriented approach may,infact,be anti-competitive, since
it encourages the status quo.

1HE CONSTITUTION

It seems also apparent that the H.R., 8596 approach is closer in
intent to the result envisioned by Article I, Section 8, Paragraph 8
of the Constitution:

"The Congress shall have power to promote the progress
of science and useful arts, by securing for limited
times to authors and inventors, the exclusive right
to their respective writings and discoveries."

On the whole then, it is believed that H.R. 8596 would best meet
the various objectives of Government patent policy.


